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Abstract: In this document, we describe an interface called MAI. This inter-
face allows developers to manage memory affinity in NUMA architectures. The
affinity unit in MAI is an array of the parallel application. A set of memory
policies implemented in MAI can be applied to these arrays in a simple way.
High-level functions implemented in MAI minimize developers work when man-
aging memory affinity in NUMA machines. MAI’s performance was evaluated
on two different NUMA machines using three different parallel applications.
Results obtained with MAi present important gains when compared with the
standard memory affinity solutions.

Key-words: multi-core architecture, memory affinity, static data, perfor-
mance evaluation, programming



MAi: Interface pour la Affinité de Mémoire

Résumé : Ce document décrit MAI, une interface pour contrôler l’affinité de
mémoire sur des architecture NUMA. L’unité d’affinité utilisé par MAI est un
tableau de l’application. MAI dispose d’un ensemble de politiques de mémoire
qui peuvent être appliquées pour le tableau du une application d’une façon
simple. Fonctions de haut-niveau mis en œuvre en minimiser les travaux des
programmeurs. Les performance de MAI sont évaluée sur deux différents NUMA
machines utilisant trois applications parallèles. Les résultats obtenus avec cette
interface présente d’importants gains par rapport aux solutions standard.

Mots-clés : architectures NUMA, affinité mémoire, données statiques, étude
de performances
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1 Introduction

Parallel applications are generally developed using message passing or shared
memory programming models. Both models have their advantages and disad-
vantages. The message passing model scales better, however, is more complex
to use. In the other hand, shared memory programming model is less scalable
but easier to be used by the developer. The latter programming model can be
used in parallel applications development with libraries, languages, interfaces
or compilers directives. Some examples are Pthreads [1], OpenMP [2], TBB [3]
etc.

Shared memory programming model is the ideal model for traditional UMA
(Uniform Memory Access) architectures, like symmetric multiprocessors. In
these architectures the computer has a single memory, which is shared by all
processors. This single memory often becomes a bottleneck when many proces-
sors accesses it at the same time. The problem gets worse as the number of
processors increase, where the single memory controller does not scale.

The limitation of classical symmetric multiprocessors (SMP) parallel sys-
tems can be overcome with NUMA (Non Uniform Memory Access) architec-
tures. These architectures have as main characteristics, multiple memory levels
that are physically distributed but, seen by the developer as a single memory
[4]. NUMA architectures combine the efficiency and scalability of MPP (Mas-
sively Parallel Processing) with the programming facility of SMP machines [5].
On such machines, shared memory is physically distributed in memory banks
among the machine nodes. These memory banks are interconnect by a high
performance network (hypertransport from AMD, QuickPath from Intel and
NUMAlink from SGI). Because of this, time spent to access data is conditioned
by the distance between the processor and memory bank where data was placed.
The memory access by a given processor can be local (data is close) or remote
(it has to use the interconnection network to access the data) [5, 6].

The concept of NUMA machines is not new and it was first proposed on
80’s/90’s to overcome scalability problems on multiprocessors. Nowadays, this
NUMA concept is coming back to assure good memory performance. On new
ccNUMAs machines, the number of processing units accessing memory banks is
much larger than the older ccNUMA machines (DASH, SGI, KSR ect). These
accesses produce more stress on the memory banks, generating more load-
balancing issues, memory contention and remote accesses. As these machines
are extensively used in HPC, it is important to minimize these memory ac-
cess costs and then, to guarantee good performance of applications by assuring
memory affinity.

As these machines are being used as servers for applications that demand a
low response time it is important to assure memory affinity on them. Memory
affinity is the guarantee that processing units will always have their data close
to them. So, to reach the maximum performance on NUMA architectures it
is necessary to minimise the number of remote access during the application
execution. Which is, processors and data need to be scheduled so as the distance
between them are the smallest possible [5, 6, 7, 8].

To reduce this distance and consequently increase the application perfor-
mance in these architectures, many different solutions were proposed. These
solutions are based in algorithms, mechanisms and tools that do memory pages
allocation, migration and replication to guarantee memory affinity in NUMA
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4 Ribeiro & Méhaut

systems for an entire process [5, 9, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 4, 13, 14, 15, 4, 16]. How-
ever, none of these solutions provides portability and variable as memory affinity
control. In these solutions, memory affinity is assured applying a memory policy
for an entire process. Thus, developers can not express the different data access
patterns of their application. This can result in a not ideal performance, because
memory affinity are related with the program most important variables/objects
(importance in means of memory consuption and access).

Thus, to allow different memory policies for each most important variables
of scientific numerical high performance application and consequently a better
control of memory affinity we propose MAi (Memory Affinity Interface). In
this repport we introduce MAi, an interface developed in C that defines some
high level functions to deal with memory affinity on ccNUMA (cache-coherent
NUMA) architectures. The main advantages of MAi are: it allows different
memory policy for arrays of the application, it has several standard and new
memory policies, it provides architecture abstraction and it is a simple way
to control memory affinity in parallel applications. In order to evaluate MAi
performance we made some experiments with some memory-bound applications
(MG from benchmark NAS [17], Ondes 3D [18] and ICTM [19]) on two different
ccNUMA machines. We then compared the results obtained with MAi with
Linux standard policy for NUMA machines [11] and the solution most used by
developers, first-touch [17]. This last solution is based in parallel initialization
of data, threads touch data to place it close to them (in this work we will call
this solution Parallel-Init). The repport is structured as follows. In section 2
we describe the previous solutions in memory affinity management for NUMA
architectures. Section 3 depicts our interface and its main functionalities. In
section 4 we present and discuss the performance evaluation of MAI. In the last
section we present our conclusions and future works.

2 Memory Affinity Management Solutions

Several works have been done since 90’s to guarantee memory affinity on NUMA
machines. These works have lead to some solutions that can be classified into
six groups: compilers affinity support, extensions to languages (OpenMP, HPF),
libraries of memory policies (libnuma), memory policies, runtimes (libgomp on
linux) and tools (dplace, numactl). In this section we present these groups of
related works.

2.1 Compiler Affinity Support

The advent of multi-core NUMA machines have brought new challenges to com-
pilers that support OpenMP codes. To deal with such challenges, compilers have
received special abilities such as affinity support. Several compilers have now
the capability of distribute threads over the NUMA machine nodes, and con-
sequently also assure memory affinity. Examples of such compilers are Intel C
Compiler (ICC), GNU C Compiler (GCC) and Portland Group Compiler (PGI).

By using this support, developers can bind OpenMP threads to processing
units in different ways. Binding is generally done before the OpenMP appli-
cation by using environment variables or interfaces (few modifications on the
source code are needed) that allow programmers to specify policies to distribute
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MAi 5

threads over the physical processing units. However, these policies are related
to the machine topology, application, and operating system, and developers
must be aware of these characteristics when choosing the affinity policy for the
OpenMP application [20, 21].

2.2 Memory Affinity on Parallel Languages

Considering OpenMP, some extensions have been proposed to better place data
on the NUMA machines. However, none of these extensions were included on
the OpenMP standard because the standard is responsible for defining just how
the work can be done in parallel. Additionally, such extensions are supported on
a restricted set of compilers and are applied in a static fashion (do not consider
data migration at runtime).

In [22], authors present a strategy to assure memory affinity using OpenMP
in NUMA machines. The idea is to use information about schedule of threads
and data and made some relations between them. The work do not present
formal OpenMP extensions but shows some suggestions of how this can be
donne and what has to be included. All performance evaluation was donne
using tightly-coupled NUMA machines. The results show that their proposal
can scale well in the used machines.

In the work [11], authors present new OpenMP directives to allow memory
allocation in OpenMP. The new directives allows developers to express how data
have to be allocated in the NUMA machine. All memory allocation directives
are for arrays and Fortran programming language. The authors present the
ideas for the directives and how they can be implemented in a real compiler.

HPF (High Performance Fortran) has proposed several directives to better
distribute data over the platform. In order to maximize page locality, data dis-
tribution is performed considering the parallel computations [23, 24]. Contrary
to our proposal, on HPF, directives must be explicit included in the application
source code by the developer. This can be a difficult task, since the best data
distribution is generally related to hardware characteristics. Thus, developers
must have a priori knowledge of the platform to better choose the HPF directive.

2.3 Memory Affinity Libraries

The API NUMA is a Library that defines a set of system calls on Kernel and
high level functions to apply memory policies and processes/threads schedul-
ing. The kernel part defines three system calls (mbind(), set_mempolicy() and
get_mempolicy()) that allow the programmer to set a memory policy (bind,
interleave, preferred or default) for a memory range. However, the use of such
system calls is a complex task, since developers must deal with pointers, mem-
ory pages, sets of bytes and bit masks. The second part of this support is a
library named libnuma, which is a wrapper layer over the kernel system calls.
The limited set of memory policies provided by libnuma is the same as the one
provided by the system calls.

In these solutions, the programmer must change the application code to
apply the policies. This is a complex work and depending on the application we
can not achieve expressive gains. The main advantage of this solution is that
we can have a better control of memory allocation [4].
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6 Ribeiro & Méhaut

2.4 Memory Affinity Policies

First-touch is the default memory policy in Linux operating system to manage
memory affinity on ccNUMAs. This policy places data on the node that first
accesses it [10]. To assure memory affinity using this policy, it is necessary to
either execute a parallel initialization of all shared application data allocated by
the master thread or allocate its data on each thread. However, this strategy
will only present performance gains if it is applied on applications that have a
regular data access pattern. In case of irregular applications (threads do not
always access the same data), first-touch will result in a high number of remote
accesses.

In the work [9], authors present a new memory policy called on-next-touch.
This policy allows data migration in the second time of a thread/process touch it.
Thus, threads can have their data in the same node, allowing more local access.
The performance evaluation of this policy was donne using a real application
that has as main characteristic irregular data access patterns. The gain obtained
with this solution is about 69% with 22 threads.

In [25], the authors present two new memory policies called skew-mapping
and prime-mapping. In the first one, allocation of memory pages is performed
skipping one node per round. As example, suppose that we have to allocate
16 memory pages in four nodes. The first four pages will be placed on nodes
0,1,2,3, the next four in nodes 1,2,3,0 and so on. The prime-mapping policy
works with virtual nodes to allocate data. Thus, after the allocation on the
virtual nodes there is a re-allocation of the pages in the real nodes. As scientific
applications always work in power of 2, for data distribution, these two policies
allows better data distribution. The gains with this solutions are about 35%
with some benchmarks.

The work [16] present two algorithms to do page migration and assure mem-
ory affinity in NUMA machines. These algorithms use information get from
kernel scheduler to do migrations. The performance evaluation show gains of
264% considering existed solution as comparison.

2.5 Memory Affinity aware Runtimes

Dynamic task and data placement for OpenMP applications have been pro-
posed in [26, 27]. In these works, researchers have proposed an extension of
GNU OpenMP library, named ForestGOMP. This proposal extracts informa-
tion about threads and data relationship at runtime to better distribute them
over the NUMA machine.

2.6 Memory Affinity Tools

NUMA support is now present in several operating systems, such as Linux and
Solaris. This support can be found in the user level as administration tools or
shell commands [4].

The user level support allows the programmer to specify a policy for memory
placement and threads scheduling for an application. The advantage of using
this support is that the programmer does not need to modify the application
code. However, the chosen policy will be applied in the entire application and we
can not change the policy during the execution. User level solutions require from
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developers several shell commands and do not allow fine control over memory
affinity.

2.7 Conclusion on Related Works

Most of these solutions demand considerable changes in the application source
code considering architecture characteristics. Such solutions are thus not portable,
since they do not offer architecture abstraction and consequently, developers
must have prior knowledge of the target platform characteristics (e.g., number
of processors/cores and number of nodes). Additionally, these solutions are
limited to specific NUMA platforms, they do not address different memory ac-
cesses (limited set of memory policies) and they do not include optimizations
for numerical scientific data (i.e., array data structures).

3 MAi

In this section we describe MAi and its features. We first describe the interface
proposal and its main contributions. Then, we explain its memory policies and
its high level system functions. After that, we present some examples of how
developers can use MAi to design/create their own memory policy. Finally, we
describe its implementation details and usage. MAi can be download from [28].

3.1 The Interface

MAi is an interface that defines some high level functions to deal with memory
affinity on scientific numerical applications executed on ccNUMA architectures
[29]. This interface allows developers to manage memory affinity considering
the arrays of their applications. Such characteristic makes memory management
easier for developers because they do not have to care about pointers and pages
addresses like in the system call APIs for NUMA (libnuma in Linux for example
[4]). Furthermore, with MAi it is possible to have a fine control over memory
affinity; memory policies can be changed through application code (different
policies for different phases). MAi also allows developers to create memory
their own memory policies using a set of high level functions.

MAi main characteristics are: (i) simplicity of use (less complex than other
solutions: NUMA API, numactl etc) and fine control of memory (several array
based memory policies), (ii) portability (hardware abstraction) and (iii) perfor-
mance (better performance than other standard solutions).

All MAi functions are array-oriented and they can be divided in three groups:
allocation, memory policies and system functions. Allocation functions are re-
sponsible for allocating arrays (they are optimized for ccNUMA platforms).
Memory policies functions are used to apply a specific memory policy for an
array, allocating its memory pages on memory banks. System functions allows
developers to develop/create their own memory policy and to collect system
information such as memory banks used by the memory policies, cpus/cores
used during the application execution, memory banks and statistics about page
migration. Furthermore, MAi has a thread placement mechanism that are used
with some memory policies to better assure memory affinity.
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3.2 Allocation Functions:

The allocation functions allows the developer allocate arrays of C primitive types
(CHAR, INT, DOUBLE and FLOAT) and not primitive types, like structures.
The functions need the number of items and the C type. Their return is a void
pointer to the allocated data. The memory is always allocated sequentially, like
a linear (1D) array. This strategy allow better performance and also make easer
to define a memory policy for an array. Example presented in Figure 1.

void ∗ mai_alloc_1D ( i n t nx , s i ze_t size_item , i n t type ) ;
void ∗ mai_alloc_2D ( i n t nx , i n t ny , s i ze_t size_item , i n t type ) ;
void ∗ mai_alloc_3D ( i n t nx , i n t ny , i n t nz , s i z e_t size_item ,

i n t type ) ;
void ∗ mai_alloc_4D ( i n t nx , i n t ny , i n t nz , i n t nk , s i ze_t

size_item , i n t type ) ;
void mai_free_array ( void ∗p ) ;

Figure 1: Alloc functions example

3.3 Memory Policies

The interface has seven memory policies: cyclic, cyclic_block, prime_mapp,
skew_mapp, bind_all, bind_block, bind_page, random and next_touch.

In cyclic policies the memory pages that contain the array are placed in
physical memory making a round with the memory blocks. The main difference

INRIA
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between cyclic and cyclic_block(block can be a set of rows or columns of the
array) is the amount of memory pages used to do the cyclic process (Figure
2). In prime_mapp memory pages are allocated in virtual memory nodes. The
number of virtual memory nodes are chosen by the developer and it has to
be a prime number (Figure 3 (b) with prime number equal to 5). This policy
tries to spread memory pages through the NUMA machine. In skew_mapp the
memory pages are placed in NUMA machine in a round-robin way (Figure 3
(a)). However, in every round a shift is done with the memory node number.
Both,prime_mapp and skew_mapp can be used in blocks, like cyclic_block,
where a block can be a set of rows or columns.

In bind_all, bind_block (block can be a set of rows or columns of the ar-
ray) and bind_page policies the memory pages that contain the array data are
placed in a strict set of memory blocks. The memory blocks can be specified by
the application developer or automatic selected by MAi. The main difference
between bind_all and bind_block/bind_page is that in the latters, pages are
placed in the memory blocks that have the threads/process that will make use
of them (Figure 4).

In random policy, memory pages that contain the array are placed in physical
memory in a random uniform distribution. The main objective of this policy is
to minimize the memory contention in the NUMA machine.

For irregular applications, it is necessary to provide dynamic memory policies
that support the irregularity of the application over its phases. Next_touch is
a memory policy that allows developers to express such irregularity. On this
memory policy, every time that the array is touched by a different NUMA node,
its memory pages are migrated to assure data locality.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Cyclic memory policies: (a) cyclic and (b) cyclic_block.

One of the most important features of MAi is that it allows the developer to
change the memory policy applied to an array during the application execution.
This characteristic allows developers to express different patterns during the
application execution. Additionally, MAi memory policies can be combined
during the application execution to implement a new memory policy. Finally,
any incorrect memory placement can be optimized through the use of MAi
memory migration functions. The unit used for migration can be a set memory
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Cyclic memory policies: (a) skew_mapp and (b) prime_mapp.

pages (automatically defined by MAi) or a set of rows/columns (specified by
the user).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Bind memory policies: (a) bind_all and (b) bind_block.

Bellow, we present a sniped of memory policies functions declaration. As we
can observe, developers just have to provide the array and the block size (if they
want to express any pattern access). MAi memory policies will perform data
placement considering the available memory banks on the machine and machine
characteristics.

I n t e r l e a v e memory p o l i c i e s :
void mai_cycl ic ( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_skew_mapp( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_prime_mapp( void ∗p , i n t prime ) ;
void mai_cycl ic_block ( void ∗p , i n t b lock ) ;
void mai_skew_mapp_block ( void ∗p , i n t b lock ) ;
void mai_prime_mapp_block ( void ∗p , i n t prime , i n t b lock ) ;
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Bind memory p o l i c i e s :
void mai_bind_all ( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_bind_block ( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_bind_page ( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_ibind_block ( void ∗p , i n t b lock ) ;

Random memory p o l i c i e s :
void mai_random_all ( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_random_block ( void ∗p ) ;
void mai_random_block ( void ∗p , i n t b lock ) ;

Dynamic memory p o l i c i e s :
void next_touch ( void ∗p ) ;

Memory Migrat ion :
void mai_migrate_rows ( void ∗p , unsigned long node , i n t nr , i n t s t a r t ) ;
void mai_migrate_columns ( void ∗p , unsigned long node , i n t nc , i n t s t a r t ) ;
void mai_migrate_scatter ( void ∗p , unsigned long nodes ) ;
void mai_migrate_gather ( void ∗p , unsigned long node ) ;

Block = rows , colunms or p lans

The Figure 5 presents a simple example of an OpenMP application. In this
example, some MAi functions were include in the application source code to
apply a memory policy to an array. It is important to observe that the array
must be allocated using MAi allocators (in this example mai_alloc_1D.

3.4 System Functions

To develop applications using MAi, developers just have to include some high-
level functions on their application source code, like allocation and memory
policies functions discussed on previous sections. However, different applica-
tions have different needs (i.e., memory access types). Additionally, memory
subsystem of ccNUMA platforms may be also different and has to be consid-
ered when developing a memory policy. Thus, it is necessary to have different
memory policies that can adapt to each case.

MAi provides an extended set of system functions that can be used by de-
velopers to design/develop their own memory policy. By designing their own
memory policy, developers can try different fashions of distribute data among
memory banks. And, after that, they can chose the best memory policy and
apply it to their application. The system functions allows developers to retrieve
information of the architecture and to distribute data among the machine mem-
ory banks. In this section, we present such functions and their functionalities.
The functions are divided into five groups: control, architecture, data distribu-
tion, threads and statistic.

Control Functions: the system functions are functions to configure the in-
terface. Such functions must be called in the begin (mai_init()) and end
(mai_final()) of the application code. The function init() is responsible for
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Figure 5: Memory policies functions example

setting the nodes and threads Ids that will be used for memory/thread policies
and for the interface start. This function can receive as parameter a file name.
The file is an environment configuration file that gives information about the
memory blocks and processors/cores of the underlying architecture. If no file
name is give the interface chose which memory blocks and processors/cores to
use. The final() function is used to finish the interface and free any data that
was allocated by the developer.

void mai_init ( char f i l ename [ ] ) ;
void mai_final ( ) ;

Architecture Functions: the architecture functions are used to retrieve in-
formation from the target architecture. Such functions help developers to better
understand their platforms and, consequently, better manage memory affinity
on their applications. The information retrieved by these functions are: node
bandwidth, latency and bandwidth between two nodes, NUMA factor between
two nodes, number of cores of a node. With such information, developers can
decide which memory banks may be used to place data in order of optimize
latency and bandwidth.

INRIA
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void mai_nodes ( unsigned long nnodes , i n t ∗nodes ) ;
double mai_nodebandwidth ( i n t node ) ;
double mai_numafactor ( i n t node1 , i n t node2 ) ;
double mai_bandwidth ( i n t node1 , i n t node2 ) ;
i n t mai_get_maxnodes ( ) ;
i n t mai_get_maxcpus ( ) ;
i n t mai_get_ncpusnode ( ) ;
i n t ∗ mai_get_cpusnode ( i n t nodeid ) ;
i n t mai_get_num_nodes ( ) ;
i n t mai_get_num_threads ( ) ;
i n t mai_get_num_cpu ( ) ;
unsigned long ∗ mai_get_nodes_id ( ) ;
unsigned long ∗ mai_get_cpus_id ( ) ;
void mai_show_nodes ( ) ;
void mai_show_cpus ( ) ;

Data Distribution Functions: these functions provides a simple way to
divide, bind and get information about arrays on memory banks of a ccNUMA
machine. They can help developers when creating their own memory policies.
Functions responsible for array subdivision are named array_blocks functions.
They can be use to cut array in sub-arrays or in sequences of bytes. Arrays
are binded on memory banks using the bind functions. These functions can be
used to bins blocks of an array on some nodes or to bind sequences of bytes in a
selected memory bank of a node. Sometimes, it is also important to know what
is the memory policy applied for an array and where memory pages of such
array are placed. To get these information developers can use array information
functions.

Array b locks :
void mai_subarray ( void ∗p , i n t dim [ ] ) ;
void mai_bytes ( void ∗ p , s i ze_t bytes ) ;
Data d i s t r i b u t i o n :
i n t mai_regularbind ( void ∗p ) ;
i n t mai_irregu larb ind ( void ∗p , s i ze_t bytes , i n t node ) ;
Array in fo rmat ion :
void mai_mempol( void ∗ ph ) ;
void mai_arraynodes ( void ∗ ph ) ;

Thread Policies Functions: these functions allows the developer to bind or
migrate a thread to a cpu/core in the NUMA system. The function bind_threads
use the threads identifiers and the cpu/core mask (giving in the configuration
file) to bind threads.

void bind_threads ( ) ;
void bind_thread_posix ( i n t id ) ;
void bind_thread_omp( i n t id ) ;
void mai_migrate_thread ( pid_t id , unsigned long cpu ) ;
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Statistics Functions: these functions allows the developer to get some in-
formation about the application execution in the NUMA system. There are
statistics of memory and threads placement/migration and overhead from mi-
grations.

void mai_print_pagenodes ( unsigned long ∗pageaddrs , i n t s i z e ) ;
i n t mai_number_page_migration ( unsigned long ∗pageaddrs , i n t s i z e ) ;
double mai_get_time_pmigration ( ) ;
void mai_get_log ( ) ;
void mai_print_threadcpus ( ) ;
i n t mai_number_thread_migration ( unsigned i n t ∗ threads , i n t s i z e ) ;
double mai_get_time_tmigration ( ) ;

3.5 An Example of how to design a memory policy

In the section above, we present a set of functions that can be used to design
memory policies inside MAi. In this section we present a simple example of how
to use MAi system functions to create our own memory policy.

To design a memory policy, developers just have to write some functions
that specify how data will be distributed among the ccNUMA machine memory
banks. Such functions must be written using MAi system functions. Basically,
developers must have to use architecture information and data distribution func-
tions. The first set of functions allows developers to better understand the target
platform and consequently better distribute data. The second ones provides dif-
ferent ways to divide/cut arrays into blocks and to bind such blocks on memory
banks.

In the example (Figure 6), we present an implementation of a well know
memory policy named First-touch (standard memory policy of Linux) that in
this example we will name my_firsttouch. This memory policy distributes data
among memory banks in a regular fashion (regular blocks sizes of data for each
memory bank). Thus, all we have to do is divide data into blocks of the same
size and then distribute such blocks on some memory banks considering the
bandwidth between then.

In function my_firsttouch, the first thing that must be computed is the
memory banks that will be used to place data. Functions mai_get_maxnodes,
mai_bandwidth and mai_nodes allow developers to obtain the number of mem-
ory banks that are possible to be used, to get the bandwidth between such
memory banks and to set the memory banks that will really used. After that,
developers must specify how arrays will be divided by using, mai_bytes or
mai_subarray. These two functions divide the array into blocks of the same
size. In this example, the array was divided into blocks of same number of
bytes, considering number of threads. Finally, we just have to tell MAi that we
want to bind these blocks on the selected memory blocks. To do this, develop-
ers just have to call mai_regularbind function. This function will perform data
alignment, data placement, compute available memory on the selected memory
banks and data migration (if necessary).

Figure 7 shows the application source code that uses the memory policy
described above. We can observe that before calling the memory policy, it is
necessary to call mai_init function to initialize MAi library. Additionally, any
array used by the memory policy may be allocated using MAi allocators. At this
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int∗ compute_distance ( int nnodes )
{

int i , j , f i nd ;
f loat ∗band , aux , high ;
unsigned long ∗nodes ;
band = malloc ( ( nnodes−1)∗ s izeof (unsigned long ) ) ;
nodes = mal loc ( ( nnodes )∗ s izeof (unsigned long ) ) ;

. . . . . .

for ( i =1; i<nnodes ; i++)
band [ i −1]=mai_bandwidth (1 , i +1);

. . . . . .

return nodes ;
}

void my_firsttouch (void ∗array , int nthreads )
{

int nnodes , ∗ nodes ;
nnodes = mai_get_maxnodes ( ) ;

i f ( nthreads<=nnodes ){
nodes = compute_distance ( nthreads ) ;
mai_nodes ( nthreads , nodes ) ;

}
else {
nodes = compute_distance ( nnodes ) ;
mai_nodes ( nnodes , nodes ) ;

}

mai_bytes ( array , mai_gets ize ( array )/ nthreads ) ;
mai_regularbind ( array ) ;

}

Figure 6: Example of MAi usage to develop memory policies
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int main ( int argc , char∗ argv [ ] )
{

// s t r u c t c on f i g in format ion ;
double sum , b1 , b2 ;
int i , j , k , temp ;
s i ze_t s i z e ;

sum=b1=b2=0.0;

omp_set_num_threads ( a t o i ( argv [ 1 ] ) ) ;

mai_init (NULL) ;

tab = mai_alloc_3D (X,Y,Z , s izeof (double ) ,DOUBLE) ;
my_firsttouch ( tab , omp_get_num_threads ( ) ) ;

#pragma omp p a r a l l e l for default ( shared ) p r i va t e ( j , k )
for ( i =0; i<X; i++)
for ( j =0; j<Y; j++)

for ( k=0;k<Z ; k++)
tab [ i ] [ j ] [ k ]=0 . 0 ;

for ( temp=0;temp<TEMP; temp++)
{
#pragma omp p a r a l l e l for default ( shared )

p r i va t e ( j , k ) f i r s t p r i v a t e (sum , b1 , b2 )
for ( i =0; i<X; i++)

for ( j =0; j<Y; j++)
for ( k=0;k<Z ; k++){
sum = tab [ i ] [ j ] [ k ] ∗ 2 . 0 ;
tab [ i ] [ j ] [ k]= sum ∗ 2 . 0 ;
sum++;
b2=sum ;
b1 += tab [ i ] [ j ] [ k ] ; }

}

mai_final ( ) ;

return 0 ;
}

Figure 7: The complete Source Code with the myfirsttouch Function

point, the memory policy can be called and data distribution will be performed
by MAi. In the end of the application source code, the mai_function must be
called to release allocated memory.
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3.6 Implementation Details

MAi interface is implemented in C using Linux system calls. The interface
support C/C++ applications developed for ccNUMA systems. Developers who
wants to use MAi have to implement their applications using shared memory
programming model (i.e, OpenMP, Posix Thread). To use this interface, cc-
NUMA platform must have a Linux version with support for NUMA architec-
ture. Figure 8 present an overview of MAi on a ccNUMA subsystem.

Figure 8: MAi Implementation

To guarantee memory affinity, all memory management is donne using MAi
structures. These structures are loaded in the initialization of the interface
(with the mai_init() function) and are used in the rest of application execution.
All allocations and memory policies algorithms consider the NUMA architecture
characteristics before perform any data allocation and placement on the memory
banks.

As briefly discussed on section 3.3, MAi memory policies specifies how mem-
ory pages (what is the tile size) will be placed on the machine nodes (which
nodes will be use and in which sequence). However, in order to optimize data
distribution for ccNUMAs, MAi uses an strategy to decide the size of tiles and
number of memory banks that will be used. The idea is: the tile size and memory
banks usage depends on the number of threads running in the application. Ad-
ditionally, MAi also considers ccNUMA characteristics when distributing data
(latency and bandwidth). With these information, MAi can select the nodes and
memory banks to use. For latency optimization data placement is attempted
in placing data on adjacent memory banks. Next hop ccNUMA nodes will be
used if and only if the number of threads is larger than the number of cores or
the amount of memory is larger than the available memory on adjacent mem-
ory banks. For bandwidth optimization data placement is attempted in placing
data on adjacent and next hop memory banks. In this case, a larger num-
ber of memory banks will be used in order to spread data among the machine
memory banks. Using this strategy, MAi can reduce memory contention and
load-balancing issues.

A memory policy set for an array of the application can be changed during
the application steps. To do this developers just have to call the new memory
policy function for the array and MAi will change it. In order to change memory
policies, MAi verifies if memory banks have enough memory.

To better ensure memory affinity, both threads and memory must be con-
sidered in the solution. Due to this, MAi has a thread placement mechanism
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that is used for bind memory policies. The default thread placement policy is
to fix them on processors/cores. Such strategy assures that threads will not
migrate (less overhead with task migrations) and consequently, MAi will be
able to perform a better data distribution and assure memory affinity. This
thread placement considers the number of threads (T ) and processors/cores (P )
to decide how to fix threads. If T ≤ P , one thread per processor/core strategy
is chosen, which minimizes the memory contention problem on node, which is
present in some ccNUMA platforms (e.g., SGI Altix Itanium 2 and Bull Novas-
cale Itanium 2 NUMA platforms). Memory contention happens when several
threads try to access the same memory bank at the same time. Concurrent
accesses in the same memory bank can generate worse performance, since they
must be serialized. The default placement strategy can be changed during the
library initialization. The developer can then choose between using the operat-
ing system thread placement or defining his own threads and processors/cores
mapping.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section we present the performance evaluation of MAi. We first describe
the two NUMA platforms used in our experiments. Then, we describe the
applications and their main characteristics. Finally, we present the results and
their analysis.

4.1 NUMA Platforms

In our experiments we used two different NUMA architectures. The first NUMA
architecture is a sixteen Itanium 2 with 1.6 GHz of frequency and 9 MB of L3
cache memory for each processor. The machine is organized in four nodes of
four processors and has in total 64 GB of main memory. This memory is divided
in four blocks in each node (16 GB of local memory). The nodes are connected
using a FAME Scalability Switch (FSS), which is a backplane developed by
Bull [30]. This connection gives different memory latencies for remote access by
nodes (NUMA factor from 2 to 2.5). A schematic figure of this machine is given
in Figure 9. We will use the name Itanium 2 for this architecture.

The operating system that has been used in this machine was the Linux ver-
sion 2.6.18-B64k.1.21 and the distribution is Red Hat with support for NUMA
architecture (system calls and user API numactl). The compiler that has been
used for the OpenMP code compilation was the ICC (Intel C Compiler).

The second NUMA architecture used is an eight dual core AMD Opteron
with 2.2 GHz of frequency and 2 MB of cache memory for each processor. The
machine is organized in eight nodes and has in total 32 GB of main memory.
This memory is divided in eight nodes (4 GB of local memory) and the system
page size is 4 KB. Each node has three connections which are used to link
with other nodes or with input/output controllers (node 0 and node 1). These
connections give different memory latencies for remote access by nodes (NUMA
factor from 1.2 to 1.5). A schematic figure of this machine is given in Figure 9.
We will use the name Opteron for this architecture.

The operating system that has been used in this machine is Linux version
2.6.23-1-amd64 and the distribution is Debian with support for NUMA archi-
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Figure 9: NUMA platforms.

tecture (system calls and user API numactl). The compiler that has been used
for the OpenMP code compilation was the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC).

4.2 Applications

In our experiments we used three different applications: one from benchmark
NAS (Conjugate Gradiente [17]), Ondes 3D (seismology application [31]) and
ICTM (Interval Categorization Tessellation model [32]). All the applications
have as main characteristics high memory consumption, number of data access
and regular and/or irregular data pattern access. In this work, we consider as
regular pattern access, when threads of an application access always the same
data set. On the contrary, on the irregular data pattern access, threads of
an application do not always access the same data set. Threads or process of
an application do not access the same data set during the initializations and
computational steps of the application. All applications were developed in C
using OpenMP to code parallelization.

One of the three applications is a kernel from NAS benchmark [17] called
MG. This kernel were selected because they are representative in terms of com-
putations and present memory important characteristics. MG is a kernel that
uses a V cycle MultiGrid method to calculate the solution of the 3D scalar
Poisson equation. The main characteristic of this kernel is that it tests both
short and long distance data movement. Figure 10 present a schema of the
application.
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Figure 10: Multi Grid

Ondes 3D is a seismology application simulates the propagation of a seis-
mic in a 3 dimension region [18]. This application has three main steps: data
allocation, data initialization and propagation calculus (operations). In the al-
location step all arrays are allocated. The initialization is important because
the data are touched and physically allocated in the memory blocks. The last
step is composed by two big calculus loop. In these loops all arrays are accessed
for write an read but, with the same access patterns of the initialization step.
Figure 11 present a schema of the application.

Figure 11: Ondes 3D Application

ICTM is a multi-layered and multi-dimensional tessellation model for the
categorization of geographic regions considering several different characteris-
tics (relief, vegetation, climate, land use, etc.) [19]. This application has two
main steps: data allocation-initialization and classification computation. In the
allocation-initialization step all arrays are allocated and initialized. The second
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step is composed by four big calculus loops. In these loops all arrays are accessed
for write an read but, with the regular and irregular access patterns.Figure 12
present a schema of the application.

Figure 12: ICTM Application

4.3 Results

In this section we present the results obtained with each application in the two
NUMA machines with MAi and the two other solutions (Linux native solution,
first-touch and Parallel-Init, first-touch used in a parallel data initialization).
The experiments were donne using 2,4,8 and 16 threads and a problem size of
2562 elements fo MG, 2.0 Gbytes for ICTM and 2.4 Gbystes for Ondes 3D. As
performance metrics we selected speedup (Sequential execution time/parallel
execution time) and efficiency (speedup/number of threads).

In figure 13(a) we present the speedups and efficiencies for the MG applica-
tion when executed in Opteron machine. As we can observe for this application
and considering an Opteron NUMA machine the better memory policy is cyclic.
This NUMA machine has as important characteristic a not so good network
bandwidth. The optimization of bandwitdh in this machine is more important
than the optimization of latency. As the NUMA factor in this machine is small
the latency influence in this type of application is not high (irregular pattern
access). Thus, distribute the memory pages in a cyclic way avoid contention and
consequently the influence of network bandwidth in the application execution.
The others memory policies had worst results because they try to optimize la-
tency and as the problem in this machine is contention in network these policies
do not present good results.

In figure 13(b) we present the speedups and efficiencies for the MG applica-
tion for Itanium machine. The memory policy bind_block is the best one, as this
machine has a high NUMA factor try to allocate data close to threads that use it
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is better. The cyclic memory policy had worst results because it try to optimize
bandwidth and as the machine has a high NUMA factor this policy (optimize
bandwidth)do not present good results. The other two policies, First-Touch and
Parallel-Init also do not have good gains. First-touch policy centralizes data on
a node so, threads made a lot of remote and concurrent access on the same
memory block. On the other hand, Parallel-Init try to distribute data between
the machine nodes but, as the access patterns are irregular this strategy do not
give good speedups and efficiencies.

In figures 14(a) and 14(b) we present the results for ICTM application con-
sidering the Opteron and the Itanium machines. For this application, as for MG,
the better memory policies are cyclic for Opteron and bind_block for Itanium.

Opteron has a network bandwidth problem so, it is better to spread the
data among NUMA nodes. By using this strategy, we reduce the number of
simultaneous accesses on the same memory block. As a consequence of that,
we can have a better performance. The bind_all and bind_block policies have
presented worse speed-ups for Opteron machine. These policies allows a lot
of remote access by threads and also do not consider network bandwidth in
memory allocation.

We can see that the results for Itanium are quite different when compared
to those obtained over Opteron (Figure 14(b)). By allocating data closer to
the threads which computes them, we decrease the impact of the high NUMA
factor. As a result, bind_block was the best policy for this machine.

In figures 15(a) and 15(b) we present the results for Ondes 3D application
considering the Opteron and the Itanium machines. As we can observe, the
results obtained with MAi policies, First-Touch and Parallel-Init solutions were
similar. The main reason for this is the regularity of data access patterns of this
application. Threads always access the same set of memory pages. However,
there is a little performance gain in the use of bind_block policy. This policy
place threads and data in the same node, so it avoids remote access. In the other
solutions threads can migrate or data are placed in a remote node allowing more
remote access.
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Figure 13: MG Application
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Figure 14: ICTM Application
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Figure 15: Ondes 3D Application
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5 Conclusion

In this report we presented an interface to manage memory affinity in NUMA
machines called MAi. This interface has some memory policies that can be
applied to array of an application to assure memory affinity. MAi is also an
easy way of manage memory in NUMA machines, high level functions allow
developers to change their application with no big work.

The experiments made with MAi show that the interface has better perfor-
mance than some proposed solutions. We evaluate MAi using three different
applications and two NUMA machines. The results show gains of 2%-60% in
relation of Linux memory policy and optimized application code version.

The work show that memory has to be manage in NUMA machines and
that this management must be easy for the developer. Thus, an interface that
helps developers to do this is essencial. As future works we highlight: MAi
version that allows developers to implement new memory policies as plug-ins,
new performance evaluation of MAi with others applications and integrate MAi
in GOMP, the GCC implementation of OpenMP.
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